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Editorial

A READERasks: ‘‘Whatis the next term of the sequence 6,6, 6, 6,

8, 8, 8, 12, 18, 24, 24, ..?”’ The Editor is pleased to announce that
it is 18, and so, for the first time, the sequence has ceased to be .
monotonic increasing. Unfortunately the reduction in price has
necessitated a decrease in the number of pages in EUREKA butthis
will be offset, to some extent, by our now increasedrate of publica-
tion.

This is the Editor’s swan-song, being the third andlast issue which
he will guide into the press. He thanks all those who have helped
him during the past eighteen months. A special word of thanks
must be given to our contributors and to the printers who have
made an excellent job of printing articles presented to them in
nearly illegible handwriting or none-too-accurate typing.

The Archimedeans

LECTURES at evening meetings in the Lent Term, 1949, included
Dr. S. Lilley on the tours of a knight on the chess board, Professor
L. E. J. Brouwer on mathematical logic and Professor P. A. M.
Dirac on magnetic monopoles. Two tea-time meetings were also
held, and Dr. J. A. Todd spoke to us about the mathematical
models in the Arts School. During the Easter Term a picnic and
the Annual General Meeting were held. We greatly appreciate the
interest taken in the Society by senior members of the University.
They are cordially invited to attend any of our meetings.

The Music Group continued to meet regularly, and the Society
held a very successful dance in the Dorothy Café early in the
Lent Term. The Annual Problems Drive was well attended, and
we appreciate the work of Miss Sadie, Mr. Shephardand Mr. Hasel-
grove in arranging this and otheractivities.

Finally I wish to extend my thanks to the Committee and other
helpers for their work during the year.

1 SuRae



Gambling for Gain

By G. H. TouLMIn

ALL the gambling “‘systems”’ of which I have heardfall into one of
two classes: the magical, which disregard the laws of probability
entirely, and the quasi-mathematical, based on some kind of
“doubling.” As a simple example of the latter, suppose we are
betting on an even-money chance. Weare told to stake {1, say,
the first time. If we lose, we stake £2 the next, then £4, and so on
till we win. It is argued that we must win sooner or later, and we
will then be {1 up. Thecatch is, of course, that we maylose all
our capital before we win. Thusif our capital is £63 we are, in

effect, staking it all to win £1, with odds of 63 to 1 in our favour.
Ourtotal expectation of gain is precisely zero (andit will be negative
if the oddsare slightly against us, as at roulette). The system I
describe here, however, does give us a positive expectation of gain
(although it is so small that the system is practically useless).

Consider a game where we bet at each of a numberof successive
trials on one of ” equally likely possible events E; occurring, at the
strict odds of m—1r to I each time(i.e. if we win, we are paid ” times
our stake, zmcluding the return of the stake). The simplest examples
are the toss of a coin (” = 2) or the throw of a single die (n = 6).
But the £; cannot, in fact, have precisely equal probabilities:
coin and die are slightly unsymmetrical. Suppose the probability

n

2 x; = 0 (since the sum of the proba-
j=l

bilities must be unity) and the x; are small positive or negative
numbers. Since we do not know the sign of any x,, we can take
no direct advantage of this deviation from the odds, but we can do
so indirectly by this rule: always bet on a repetition of the event which
occurred at the last trial. (We shall suppose that we do not bet on
the first trial of the series.)

of E;is actually = — x; where

The probability of our betting on E;is — x; and of our winning

9 ;

I a. Tit amyj 2— — %, -. — + %;?.
G :) nm Mn :

Summing over 7 = I, 2, .. ”, our total chanceof winning is

on £; is

= I 2%
a mig oe eee ok ae) exe

R
H

j= I j=i
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<ayet sao a Xj +- a x," = 7 - a Xj.
nN j= I n :
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Our expected gain ¢ on a unit stake is thus given by e = (chanceof
winning X amount to be won) — stake

see (a = Ex) n t=Nx?

and this is greater than zero whatever the signs of the x; may be.
In case this demonstration has proved too convincing for some

readers, I must now justify my statement that the system is of no
practical use. Firstly, even where the system is applicable, e is
very small—of the second order compared with the already small
x;. With finite capital, there is still a finite probability of losing it
all, and anyone to whom this has happened will not be consoled
by knowing e > 0. Secondly, the system is not even theoretically
applicable to the simplest ‘‘rouge-et-noir’’ gambling on cards
(though a modified version might take advantage of a badly-
shuffled pack) ; nor to roulette where the zero on the wheel gives the
bank an advantage small enough not to deter the unmathematical
gambler, but far outweighing our minute e. However, even at
roulette, the system gives us a very slightly better chance than any

other.

Cross Number Puzzle
 

 

 
 

 

 

        

| Across. Down. | 2 |3 4

I. (a + 2)4 1. a

5. 2. f? * °
7. @ 3. .8" ; 3
8. (a — 2)? 4. (3h)?
g. (a — 1)? 5. FR? 9 lo fn

TT. 6.

12. @ 10. (f + 1)? e
13. (3e)? 11. (f — 1)? =

Find a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, k and l.
 

The solution will appear in the nextissue.

Short mathematical papers suitable for EUREKA are required
for future issues. There is no necessity for contributors to be

- members of the Archimedeans, or even resident in Cambridge.
Articles of interest to students are welcome from all quarters.
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The Deltoid (II)
By A. M. MACBEATH

In this final article on the deltoid I prove a generalisation of the
theorem, due to Steiner, that the envelope of Simson’s line is a

deltoid. I also give a new proof, by synthetic methods, of a result
due to Morley* on five tangents to a deltoid. Morley’s original
proof was analytical.

Webegin by restating two results proved in myfirst article on
this subject. .

THEOREM 3, Cor. 2. Let a, b be two lines. Let X% be a circle
passing through their intersection. Let a line 1 vary so that the centre
of the ctrcumcetrcle of the triangle abl is on X. Then | envelops a
deltoid touching a, b.

THEOREM 4. There is a unique deltoid touching four general lines.
Let ABC be a triangle, sides a, b, c, circumcircle IT. Let R bea

point on [. Drawlines through R cutting a, b, c at L, M, N, where
the angles (RL, a); (RM, 0); (RN, c) are equal to @, all measured in
the same sense. Asin the case of Simson’sline (9 = 47), L, M, N lie
on a line 7, say, which wecall the 6-pedal of R with respect to the
triangle ABC.

THEOREM 8. As varies onthe circumcircle, its 0-pedal envelops
a deltotd touching the three sides of the triangle.

Proof. Let U be the circumcentre of the triangle AMN. Since
AMNRis a cyclic quadrilateral, AU = UR andthe angle subtended
by AR at the centre is twice the angle at the circumference, 7.e.
AUR = 26. Thusthe triangle AURis fixed in shape andsince the
locus of R is a circle, so also is the locus of U. Hence, by Theorem
3, Cor. 2, y envelops a deltoid touching 6, c and, by symmetry,
also touchinga.

Note 1. Putting 6 = 37, we see that the envelope of Simson’s
line is a deltoid. Its incircle is the nine-points circle and it touches
the three altitudes as well as the three sides. (See Steiner, Werke,

IT, pp. 639-647; Marcel Decuyper, Ann. de l’Ecole Normale Supér-
teure (1948), 227-246.)

Werecall to the reader the theorem that the circumcircles of the
triangles of a complete quadrilateral have a point in common, known
as the Wallace point. In the proof of Theorem 8, R is the Wallace
point of the complete quadrilateral formed by the three sides of
the triangle andtheline ¢.

* Morley, F., and Morley, F. V. Inversive Geometry (London, 1933).
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We may build up such a figure, beginning from four generallines
a,b,c,d. Let Q be their Wallace point. Then is the 6-pedal of
QO with respect to the triangle bcd, where @ is, say, the angle between
b and the join of Q to the pom (ab) ; for by cyclic quadrilaterals the
angles b, [Q (ab)]; c, [Q (ac)]; d, [(O(ad)] are equal, andit is immaterial
which one we use to define 6.
Hence the unique deltoid A which toviches a, b, c, d is the

6-deltoid of the triangle bcd. By symmetry,it is also the ¢-deltoid
of cda, the y-deltoid of dab, and the -deltoid of abc, where ¢, x, #
are defined in the same way as @. To any tangent e of A will
correspond points «, f, y, 6 on the circumcircles of bcd, cda, dab,

abc respectively, where « is the Wallace point of the quadrilateral
bcde, etc.
By note 2, « describes its circle at the same angular rate as the

circumcentre of bce describes its locus, and so, repeating the argu-
ment, at the same angular rate as 6 describes itscircle.
Now, when « is at (bc), the corresponding position of ¢ is a line

through (bc) making an angle @ with the line d, 7.e. a line through
(bc) parallel to [O(ad)|. By symmetry, the corresponding position
of 6 is also at (bc).
Now let e move to some other position. Since «, 6 describe their

circles at the same rate, the arc (bc)a, (bc)6, subtend equal angles at
QO, a point on bothcircles; 2.e. O, «, 8 are collinear. Applying a
similar argument to the pairs «,8; «,y, we obtain Morley’s result:

THEOREM 9. [Iffive lines touch a deltoid, their five Wallace points
are collinear (1.e. the Miquel circle degenerates).

Two Problems on Frameworks

A framework, in three dimensions,is defined to consist of a number

of light rigid rods freely jointed to one another at their ends. If
A, B, C, .. K, be ” joints of a framework such that there are rods
AB, BC, .., JK, KA, then such rods are said to form an n-cycle.

(xr) Find a deformable framework in which every rod belongs to
precisely two 3-cycles (e.g. twelve rods joined as the edges of a
regular octahedron form a non-deformable framework with each
rod belonging to two 3-cycles).

(22) Find a rigid framework which has no 3-cycles, and uses the
- minimum possible number of rods.

Solutions will be published in ournext issue.
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The Problems Drive
THE following problemswere set at the Archimedeans’ 1949 Prob-
lems Drive. Competitors were allowed five minutes for each ques-
tion. Answers are given on page I5.

(1) Which of the following are knotted ?

CS25 |ore

oe Sollee
3 WIAS2 iAoC

f, aaa

KOs —N
(2) Crux Verborum.
 

[ I itl IV Clues Down:

(i) A chariot is driven for XXII
hours at C milia passuum per hour.

ae How many milia passuum doesit
go? For the purposes of this

- ; question the driver is a Stoic and
Wl the name of the horse is Pegasus.

(ii) (XXV)E 4+ XXX.

jMil (iii) CXLVIII + +/(CLXIX).

(iv) MMMDCCCXXII + CXLVII.

Express (i), (v), (vi) and (vii) across in terms of ordinary Arabic
numerals.

(3). Starting from any vertex P of a cube, in how many ways
can one tour along the edgesso asto visit each vertex once and once
only, finally returning to P?

(You may not travel along any edge more than once, and, of
course, you need not travel along every edge. Reflections and
reversals count as different tours.)

(4) Place the numbers r to 20 at the vertices of a regular dodeca-
hedron so that the sum of the numbers at the corners of a face is
the samefor all faces.

(5) Write down the next number of the sequences:
(2) .0, 5, 8, 8, 2,3,5....

(0) 92, 83, 67, 251, 403, ....
Give reasons.

 

 

      
 



(6) Copy down the numbers1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, g in that order
and place ordinary symbols of arithmetic between them so as to
form the numbers: |

(1) 1000.

(1i) Toor.

(iii) Ioo.

For example, 999 = (I + 23) 45 + 6 — 78 — 9.

(7) Provethat the integer next greater than (2 + 4/2)” is divisible
by 8 provided that is greater than or equalto 3.

M
(8) Prove that nosum %& ~ where M>N>0can be equal to 1.

n=N

(9) A pillar is in the form of a truncated right circular cone. The
diameterat the top is I ft., at the bottom it is 2 ft. The slant height
is 15 ft. A streamer is wound exactly five times roundthepillar
starting at the top and ending at the bottom. Whatis the shortest
length the streamer can have?

(10) A farmerlives in a cottage 4/17 of a mile from a main road.
There is a lane leading from his farm to the nearest point Q on the
road. The road is straight running north and south, and thereis a
village two miles south of Q at which he keeps a bicycle. He wishes
to go to a town on the road four miles north of QO. He can walk
across the fields surrounding the roads at 14 miles per hour, but
along the roads he can walk at 34 miles per hour. He cancycle at
14 miles per hour. Should he collect his bicycle in order to get
to the town from his farm as quickly as possible?

(rr) Since the building of the 200-in. telescope several towns have
been observed on Mars. They have been provisionally named by
astronomers A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J. They are connected
by a series of canals which are used by the Martians as a meansof
transport, since each night they have been seen punting their massive
gondolas along these waterways. According to the latest reports
the canals run as follows:

Ato B,D, E, F, Hand J.
B to C, D and G.
C to D, G and H.

D to H.
E to G and J.
F to G and H.
G to H and J.

Moreover no two canals cross except at a town.

Into howmanyregions is the surface of the planet divided by
these canals?
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The Mathematician and Human Beings
By B. N. WatEs

THERE must be many ex-students like myself who have entered
the Services and found themselves in an atmosphere completely
different from the staid serenity of college walls to which they had
become accustomed. One of the most obvious differences I have
noticed is the outlook of the average naval officer on mathematics,
one whichis to be expected, I suppose, for an ex-student of mathe-
matics. The mathematical education of the great majority of the
population stopped at the “how many sheep in the field?” type
of problem, and mathematics is regarded as an instrument for
working our income-tax, navigating, and so on, with the reservation
that “more difficult” mathematics is used for gyro-compasses,
working out shell trajectories and engineering, etc. Most people
have no conception of the sorts of problem and the methods of
solving them which go to make up “real” mathematics.

_ I was first startled by being told by the navigator of my first
ship that he used mathematics in navigation. (I should explain
here, perhaps, that as I belong to the Special Branch of the R.N.V.R.
I had had notraining in navigation.) I knew, I said, that the
science of navigation was built on mathematical technique, but
I did not think that each individual navigator had to use mathe-
matics. How wrong I was! I was shown the working out of
someof his sights and it was pointed out that Greenwich mean time
had to be turned into local mean time, that this correction had to
be added and that correction to be subtracted, and that then
(this was the piéce de résistance) a log. haversine had to be looked
up in a book of tables; and so on until a latitude and a longitude
are produced. It is considered rude to ask: ‘‘ Where is the mathe-
matics in that?” Incidentally, I have not yet met a navigator
able to tell me what a haversineis.
Such things as V—1,infinite series, and infinity generally fre-

quently form subjects for discussions when mathematics (as
represented by myself!) is being attacked. It is a little discon-
certing to be asked ‘‘What is the root of minus one?” and be
expected to give an answerlike “five and a half” or “minus two”:
I am considered mad when

I

say thatit is really only a mathe-
matician’s plaything, but my reputation is restored when I point
out that it is a very useful plaything widely used in practical
affairs.
Whenasked aboutaninfinite series such as =x/2" I am on rather

stronger ground; I am toldit is idle to say that D1/2" = 2 “‘when

9



m is infinity.”’ ‘What is infinity anyway?” But here I can quote:
the well-worn formula, ‘“‘given any e it is possible to find a 6 such
that... etc.’’ except that I use a languagemore generally understood
and say ‘“‘ You may not reach 2 but you can get as near to it as
you like.” Infinity is an anti-social word, it makes a mystery
of something about which there is no mystery. When a mathe-
matician uses the word infinity, he knows what he means, and when
a non-mathematician uses it, it does not generally matter what
he means; but when a non-mathematician hears a mathematician
talking about infinity in supposedly precise mathematics, he
immediately suspects fraud. |

Discussions on dimensionsreveal a lot of muddled thinking about
non-mathematicians. If one is asked by some earnest enquirer,
“Is time the fourth dimension?” it requires a long discourse to
point out that dimensions are only figments of the imagination
anyway and you can have what you like for your fourth and
subsequent dimensions, provided you are careful to see they fit
in with your axioms. (‘‘“What axioms?’’) “Oh, you must have
axioms to say what your first three dimensions are.” (“But I
know what they are.’’) ‘Oh, no you don’t, you may think you do,
but if you did you would be able to say whetheror not timequalified
for the status of fourth dimension; J. W. Dunne not only has time
for his fourth dimension, but he has lots of other times of different
types for subsequent dimensions. However, most pure geometers
are satified with just calling them dimensions and not worrying
about whether they have any relation to material reality or not.”’
By this time the poor fellow has usually given in.
A subject which worries the layman is the necessity of axioms.

Having been brought up on Euclidean geometry which corresponds
with his day-to-day observations, the insistence of the pure
mathematician on a rigid set of axioms seems strange, and when
he is told that the set of axioms commonly used in modern geometry
has a happy disregard of his idea of distance, he begins to suspect
that the whole show is a hoax. The only line of argument one
can take is to state that pure mathematics is no more than a
system of logic, but that it is normal to choose axioms which fit
in with what we know of the material universe, and as some of
the recent discoveries of science have revealed that the “‘common-
sense”’ idea of distance is unsatisfactory, a more powerful weapon
is required and the axioms of present-day pure mathematics have
come into usage.
Although it is not often possible to persuade anyone to be so

bold as to delve into the theorems of pure mathematics, when a
victim does succumb, he is invariably fascinated by a neat proof
or an unexpected result. If he is suspicious of geometries other
than Euclidean, a favourite is the proof of “‘Pythagoras” (in the

IO



popular view there is only one theorem of Pythagoras) by using
similar triangles, as against the cumbersome method ofconstructing
the squares, etc., which he was taught at school. If he can be
persuaded to venture into projective geometry Desargues’ theorem
is always popular. It has the additional advantage that the proof
requires more dimensions than the result, and it can be suggested
that there may be theoremsin three (or even four!) dimensions whose
proofs require the use of quite disconcertingly large numbers of
dimensions. It is not wise to point this out to people of nervous
dispositions, for they will probably be frightened and dream they
are in a world of seven dimensions, or some such disturbing
circumstance.

Typical of the widespread scepticism of mathematics is the
remark, frequently made after a proof has been demonstrated,
even though the theorem has been completely understood: “‘That’s
interesting, let’s try it to see if it works,’ and, if the theorem is
one of geometry, it is drawn out with pencil andruler, or if it is
one of algebra, the »’s and x’s are changed for numbers. Usually
the layman is only convinced of the truth of a result when he has
tried a few special cases ‘“‘to see if they work.” And should it so
happen that the first example comes out wrong,it is the theorem
which is suspected and not the working out, or drawing of, the
example. He mayremain perfectly convinced of the validity of
each step in the proof and yet be suspicious of the result; if he is
challenged with the charge of inconsistency he has, of course, to
give in, but often he is not convinced himself until he has tried

enough special cases.
For the past two years I have been trying to make up my mind

whetherit is mathematicians who are mad and non-mathematicians
who are sane, or whether mathematicians are perhapsa little saner
than non-mathematicians. In spite of being buffeted with intensive
propaganda to support the former view, in my own mind Cambridge
has won the day; the mathematical outlook leads to greater under-
standing, not only of the abstract things of mathematics, but also
of the day-to-day affairs of humanlife.

BACK NUMBERS

Copies of EurEKA No. 9, 10 and 11 are still available at Is. 6d.,
2s. and 2s. respectively (post free). Cheques, postal orders, etc.,
should be made payable to ‘“‘The Business Manager, EUREKA.”’
The Editor still requires copies of Nos. 1 to 7, and would be glad

to hear from any readerwilling to sell any of these.
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ACROSS

Keep the young dog onhis toes by chastising his extremities (6).
Imitation spider(3, 5).
Expressed at length this is aggressive imperialism (9, 2, 4).
Affliction invoked by Mr. Hare eventually brings affection (8).
Although,if its tail be twisted. . . . (6).
Vile in one and every form (4).
Recluse religiously finishing off endless tinned fish (9).
Thought Marshall Aid fitted in, in a suspendedsortof state (9).
I declare that the philosopher must not have caviar (4). \
Blandish the lady without this sort of flower (6).
Drastic remedy for a Scotch bobbyafflicted with pains in the stomach (8).
Angular but neat on the round with well regulated feet (15).
A case (evidently Latin) of getting the equivalent of three dogs in one shot (8).
No wonderthe pupil shrank when her teacher became tangled up with partof her toy(6).

DOWN
The twisters have put the finishing touches, by Christopher(8).
A workof colossalforce, evidently producedin the heat of the moment (9, 6).
Father and mother get around (no Scotch!) and find shelter from the sun (6).
Missing connection on the line we came down (4).
The accountant’s man seems to haveleft part of his bicycle in the park (3, 5).
This sort of curve may cause the corpuscle to jive if you see it properly (10, §).
Finishing up my hors-d’oeuvre I got a fresh place (6).
All agog to hear the programme with a thousand bucksat the endofit 9).
It needs someone of Dekker’s gentle craft to put me backin the cellar with the duck(9).
Smalls but no slip showing (8).
Drips like an almost useless conjuror (8).
Ancient Christian epithet makessense to P.C. 99 (6).
Prosperousness achieved by true distribution (6).
Domestic bliss maystart it, but it puts the lid on a lot of things (4).

Thesolution will appear in the nextissue.
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A Very Short History of Mathematics
By W. W. O. SCHLESINGER and A. R. CURTIS

This paper was read to the Adams Society (St. John’s College
Mathematical Society) at their 25th anniversary dinner, Michaelmas
Term, 1948.

MATHEMATICS is very much older than History, which begins*
in +1066, as is well known; for the first mathematician of any note

was a Greek named Zeno, who was born in —494, just 1,559 years
earlier. Zeno is memorable for proving three theorems: (i) that
motion is impossible; (ii) that Achilles can never catch the tortoise
(he failed to notice that this follows from his first theorem); and
(iii) that half the time may be equal to double the time. This was
not considered a very good start by the other Greeks, so they turned
their attention to Geometry.

Euclid, about —300, invented Geometry, including Pythagoras’
theorem, which is how it got the name. Healso invented parallel
lines, which have really been of moreuse to railways than to mathe-
maticians. Most people already know more about Euclid than we

do.
Archimedes (—286 to —211) is very memorable for taking a bath.

Unfortunately he forgot to get dressed afterwards, in spite of his
principles. |
From this time onward there was an open interval, the other end

point of which was Descartes (1596 to 1650), who was divinely
inspired to invent analytical geometry, and was once foundsitting
inside a stove to keep himself warm. Healso discovered that he

existed, and, moreover, he wasable to proveit.

Newton (1642 to 1727) was very memorable indeed, chiefly for
having just missed living in St. John’s. To console himself he

invented the Calculus. !
Newton is also memorable for having been admired by Taylor,

who invented Maclaurin’s series and admired Newton. However,

Taylor lived in St. John’s and so was luckier than Newton.
The next important mathematician is the Bernoullis. In spite

of his having invented numbers, nobody knows how manyof him.
there were, and he lived all over the century. He was called Nich-
olas, Jacob and John, and one of him was called Daniel. _

Euler (1707 to 1783), Lagrange (1736 to 1813), and Laplace
(1749 to 1827) are all famous for inventing equations. Only one of
Laplace’s equations is well known, but this is enough for anyone.

* See Sellars and Yeatman, ‘‘1066 andall that,” or any similar standard
work.
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It makes electricity and hydrodynamics much easier for people
who don’t have to solve it. Euler and Lagrange both went about
varying things, which caused the calculus of variations. This was
both memorable and regrettable. |

Gauss invented so many things that it just isn’t true. These
included the magnetism of the earth, the theory of equations,
Cauchy’s theorem, and the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In fact,
whenever anyone invented anything in the first half of the roth
century, Gauss had invented it twenty years earlier, and wasstill
alive to tell him so. He was born in 1777; died in 1855, and lived
all the years in between. He was very memorable, and a good
thing. .
_Cauchy’s theorem is very important, but is much harderto prove
now than it was when Gauss inventedit.

_ Lobatchewski (1793 to 1856) musthave failed an examination in
geometry when he was at school, for he made things harder for
everyone by inventing non-Euclidean geometry—just to get his
revenge, of course. This was especially bad for the railways, since
it made parallel lines so much moredifficult. .

Hamilton (1805 to 1865) was an Irishman. Whenhe had learnt
13 languages before. he had left school, he decided that there was no
future in this, and took up mathematics. He invented Hamilton’s
principle, the Hamiltonian, the Hamilton-Jacobi theorem, and the

Hamilton-Cayley theorem, but not the Hamilton Academicals.
Towardsthe endofhis life he also invented quaternions, but nobody
except himself ever fell in love with them. 7

Weierstrass (1815 to 1897) is memorable because of Sonja Kowa-
lewski. (1850 to 1891), who, of course, is memorable because of
Weierstrass. Hesaid that if you put infinitely many things into
a small space, some of them would be pretty close together.
The most memorable of all mathematicians was John Couch

Adams (1819 to 1890). He had the good fortune to live in St.
John’s, and was named after this society. He discovered Neptune
just after Leverrier, and would have discovered it before if the
Astronomer Royal had kept his eyes open.

_ Charles Lutwidge Dodgson was a minor Oxford mathematician
who must not be confused with Lewis Carroll, whom he impersonated
when sending copies of his works to Queen Victoria. They lived
contemporaneously.
The chief problem treated by Carroll was that of the Cheshirecat.
His treatment is essentially unsound, however, since he says:
“. .. this time the cat vanished quite slowly, beginning with the
endof the tail, and ending with the grin, which remained some time
after the rest of it had gone.’’* It is obvious that, by the time the

- ‘* Lewis Carroll, ‘‘Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.”
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tail had disappeared, the cat would be a Manx cat. This is a

contradiction, since it was a Cheshire cat, by hypothesis. Carroll

also discussed the increased angular velocity of the world if every-

body minded his own business.

Riemann (1826 to 1866) invented the tensor calculus, and thus

- caused the theory of relativity. |

In 1895 Bertrand Russell stated the following theorem: the class

of all classes which are not members of themselvesis either a member

of itself or not. Whicheverit is, it is the other. This a contradic-

tion, and the end of mathematics.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS DRIVE

1) Curves(1), (2) and (4) are knotted. (3) is not.(

(2) (i) 1610, (v) 1160, (vi) 165, (vii) 107.

(3) Twelve.

(4) The problem has no solution.

(5) (i) 2 (the sequence of digits of the decimal 1/17). (ii) 806 (each

term reversed gives a sequence of numbers in geometric progression).

(6) 1000 = 1234 — (5 +6+7+4 8) XQ,

oor = (12 X 34) — (5 X 6) + (7 X 89),

too = 123 — 45 — 67 + 89. These solutions are not unique.

(7) Since (2 — V2)" <1, (» > 0), the expression (2 — V2)" +

(2 + +/2)"is the integer next greater than (2 + V2)". Expandthis

expression by the binomial theorem, and the result follows.

M 7

(8) Suppose the result not true, so that my - — 1 forsome Mand N.
n= N

Since each term less than 1/N, it follows that M > 2N. There exists

a prime between every integer and its double, so let p be the largest

prime between Nand M. Multiply both sides of the above equation by

the L.C.M. of the denominators on the left. The right side and all

terms but one on theleft are divisible by p. This is a contradiction.

(9) 15-73ft. (Develop the surface).

(10) He should collect the bicycle. (By symmetry he can reach

point P two miles north of Q in the same time as it takes to reach the

village. He can cycle from the village to the town quicker than he

can walk there from P.)

(11) Twelve. (Use Euler’s theorem, that for a simply connected

polyhedron, V—-E+F =2, where V is the number of vertices, E.

the numberof edges, and F the number of faces. Here V is 9 and E

is 19. We require F.)
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The Mathematical Association

President: SIR HAROLD SPENCER JONES, F.R.S.

The Mathematical Association, which was founded in 1871 as the

Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching, aims not only
at the promotion ofits original object, but at bringing within its purview
all branches of elementary mathematics.
The subscription to the Association is 15s. per annum: to encourage

students, and those who have recently completed their training, the
rules of the Association provide for junior membership for a limited
period at an annual subscription of 5s. Full particulars can be had
from The Mathematical Association, Gordon House, Gordon Square,
London, W.C.1.

The Mathematical Gazette is the journal of the Association. It is
publishedfive times a year and deals with mathematicaltopics of general
interest.

Whatis wrong with the following reasoning?

(1) Circles not through the centre of inversion invertintocircles.

(2) Points on the circle of inversion invert into themselves.

(3) Curves in contact at points other than the centre of inversion
invert into curves in contact. ?

(4) Concentric circles have double contact at the circular points
and circles having double contact at the circular points are
concentric.

(5) The circular points are on the circle of inversion.

(a) From (2) and (5), the circular points invert into themselves.

(b) From (a) and (3), curves in contact at the circular points
invert into curves in contact at the circular points. —

(c) From (8), (1) and (4), concentriccircles invert into concentric
circles. This is absurd. |
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Solutions to Problems in Biireka NO. ll

POTTER’S ORCHARD

The nine pear trees are indicated by O’s, and the sixteen apple trees
by ®’s.

   

 

   

 

A)
LBZ\
S<ZSK

 
    
      

 

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

(t = anagram.)

Across:—1. Qu-adr(i)atic Forms. 10. Opera-tors. 11. Tutor. 13.
+Finite Area. 15. fEllipses. 16. Staple. 18. N-on-ICS. 20. {Perm-
eate (Ampére-te(a)). 23. fEntanglers. 24. Mass. 26. (D)river. 27.
In Extenso. 28. Line Codrdinate.

Down:—z2. Unequal. 3. Dual. 4. A-to-miser. 5. In-stil(l). 6.
Father Time. 7. tRat Trap. 8.Surface Tension. 9. VolumeIntegral.
14. Ep-icent-ric. 17. Be-frie(n)d. 19. Not Even. 21. Aga-in-st.
22. Albino. 25. St-un.

A more elementary solution of No. 4 of the Problems Drive in
EurREKA No. 11 is 19 = V(1 + (3!) ! = 2).  



 

 

 

   

HEFFER’S BOOKSHOP
for

Mathematical Books

English and Foreign

New and Secondhand

Catalogues issued at frequent intervals. We

will be pleased to add your name to our

mailing list.
 

W. HEFFER & SONS LTD.
3 & 4 PETTY CURY, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: 58351
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DO YOU KNOW?
That you can get the HIGHEST PRICESforGents’

Misfit and Left-off Clothing, Boots, Shirts, etc., also

College Caps and Gowns, from the well-known buyer

(for over 40 years)

GEORGE DENNINGTON
THE SHOP

16, St. John’s Street, Cambridge

Please send a post-card if you would like him to call

Parcels from away attended to

and CASH SENT SAME DAY

 

   



 

CONFECTIONERS ‘Phone 2500

  
 

Ce 52 TRUMPINGTON STREET,

CAMBRIDGE.

Special Fitzbillie Sponge. E. & A. Mason, Sole Proprietors.

 

 

 

JACK CARTER
9 PORTUGAL PLACE, CAMBRIDGE

Tel. 3694

 

HIRE SERVICE
 

Dinner Suits Dress Suits

Morning Suits |

and all sundries

FOR HIRE ATMODERATE CHARGES

 

Gentlemen’s Clothing and Boots and Shoes bought

I PAY HIGHEST PRICES         
1g



 

 

 

FRIAR HOUSE RESTAURANT
12, Bene’t Street, Cambridge

MORNING COFFEE

LUNCHEONS AND TEAS

HOME MADE CAKES, BREAD AND SCONES

BOOKINGS TAKEN FOR LUNCHEON

Telephone: 453611

 

 

 

This year—next year—some day—never,

Write a Thesis if you're clever.

Ifyou do, keep this reminder,

At King’s Parade you'll find the Binder.

J. S. WILSON & SON - 12 King’s Parade, Cambridge

All sorts and conditions of Bookbinding,

for all sorts and conditions of men.

Est. 1830. ’Phone 3907.

 

  THE ALLEN-LYMAN SECRETARIAL BUREAU
7 ROSE CRESCENT

CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: Cambridge 3606

 

We undertake all kinds of secretarial work,

duplicating and typing.
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GRAPH DATA SHEETS
For Scientific Research, Logarithmic,

Polar Graph, Probability and
CalendarScales, etc.

Write for an illustrated list to

W. HEFFER & SONS LTD.
SIDNEY ST., CAMBRIDGE - Tel. 58241

eer emectrceteee

 

 

LIVINGSTONE RESTAURANT
English Continental Kosher

16, 17, PETTY CURY, CAMBRIDGE

Openall week (including Sundays), from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Morning Coffee 9—12

Three Course Lunches and Dinners, 2/3, 2/9, 3/6 and 3/9
Afternoon Tea 3—7

Parties Catered for. Telephone 54769

(Manager—Hans ZENTNER)
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